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Twist Smart Muscle® Training 

 Improve balance – teach your body to regain or maintain balance in the most 
challenging situations 

 Enhance body awareness and coordination – know how to control your arms 
and legs effortlessly giving you the physical confidence to pursue all types of 
activities 

 Develop speed, agility and quickness – build your joints and muscles to fire quickly 
and develop fast feet for unpredictable terrain 

 Whole body strength – teach your muscles and joints to work as a team to 
develop more force, build more strength and achieve great muscle 
development 

 Maximize calories burned – every workout is fast paced and energetic to help 
maintain a healthy weight, challenge your heart and keep you at the top of your 
game 

 Reduce the chance of Injury – when your mind and muscles work together you 
are well prepared to respond to urgent situations in sport and life 

 Reawaken the youthful sense of athletic confidence to live a vibrant life  
 
The Twist Smart Muscle® Training Paradigm 

 Focus on developing the physical attributes that support success in sport, 
recreation and everyday life 

 The foundation of every training plan begins with Balance + Movement + Strength 
to build a better athlete 

o Dynamic Balance challenges the body to respond to complex balance 
exercises, develops coordination, improves posture and core control  

o Movement skills and drills build foot speed, activate fast actions, link 
common patterns together to move efficiently 

o Linked System™ Strength teaches your body to create force with the legs 
(from the floor), transfer it through the core and express it with power 
through the upper body with an efficient sequence of movement 

 We build Smart Muscle® by challenging the mind to orchestrate complex and 
high intensity movements while teaching the muscles to comply with the mind’s 
commands.  The more complex movements are repeated the more efficient the 
mind to muscle communication system becomes creating a body that easily 
responds to your mind’s commands 

 
Competition + Play = Hard Work + Fun 
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At Twist Conditioning Everyone is an Athlete 
 Athletic in your youth?  Still enjoy sports?  Your career is demanding and you 

need stress relief?  Recapture your youthful self?  Need an inspiring workout? 
 Recreation (running, trail riding, cycling, golf, tennis) and Sport (hockey, baseball, 

basketball) success comes from an athletic body 
 Real Life challenges require a body that responds to the mind’s commands to be 

prepared for instant changes in terrain or emergency situations 
 Exercise is meant to be fun, interactive and motivating – at Twist we focus on high 

intensity play!   
 Train in a performance environment with a coach to motivate you and enjoy the 

work hard –play hard atmosphere that inspires you to be your best 
 There are no machines here – your body is your machine and your goal is to build 

your body to perform at a higher level every day 
 An athletic training style keeps your body ready, your mind sharp and your 

attitude positive  
 

“Today I give everything I have – what I leave inside I lose forever” 
Peter Twist  

 
Building a Twist Smart Muscle® Training Program - Progressions 

 To ensure safe and efficient progression, the initial focus is on building a 
Foundation of balance, efficient movement skills and strength.   

 To build a strong Foundation, the training focus is on developing performance 
improvement in only 1 outcome at a time (Develop Balance, develop 
Movement, develop Strength as individual training outcomes) These are Level 1 
exercises. 

 Once the Foundation is built, the focus shifts to improving Function (F2F) where 
exercise complexity increases.   

 To challenge Function, the training focus is on challenging 2 training outcomes at 
the same time (Balance + Strength, Movement + Balance, Strength + Movement) 
to increase the challenge to execute the exercise, demand more 
communication in the neuromuscular system and increased mind to muscle 
compliance.  These are Level 2 exercises. 

 When Function has been improved, the focus shifts to Performance (F2P) where 
all 3 training outcomes are challenged in one exercise, skill or drill execution. 

 The development of Performance requires precise execution of exercises, skills 
and drills that are complex, require a high level of neuromuscular connection and 
have an increased metabolic cost at the same time.  The athlete is challenged 
mentally and physically.  These are Level 3 exercises. 

 
Tool Box: 
Smart Muscle Board 
Smart Toner 6 ft  
SlingShot  
Agility Ladder 15 ft length 
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Twist Smart Muscle® Training System Practical  
 
Exercise/Equipment Outcome Notes 
Smart Toner  Tuck + Hold with 180 
Coach Toggle to Toner 
Add SlingShot Rear Resistance  
Add SMB Balance Challenge 
 

- Neuromuscular Activation 
- Joint reactivity and 
stability 

- Athlete in athletic 
position, coach 
walking 180 degrees 
with toggles  

Prone Plank with Knee Drive with 
Coach Pushes  
Add SlingShot Rear Resistance with 
Toggles 
Add SMB Balance Challenge 
 

- Neuromuscular Activation 
with core stability 
- Joint reactivity and 
stability 

- Hi Plank or modified 
to knees  
- Coach provide 
Pushes to the Athlete 
(hips, knees, back) 

Smart Toner  Iso Hold Lateral Lunge 
(lateral resistance)  
Add SlingShot lateral resistance 
Add Lateral Bound  
 

- Proper execution of triple 
flexion/extension 
- Joint reactivity/stability 

- Establish proper 
deceleration 
mechanics 
- External resistance 
with Smart Toner 

Smart Toner  Reverse Lunge to 
Single Leg hold (varied lines of pull 
on Toner)      
Add SMB Balance Challenge 
Add SlingShot lateral resistance 
 

- Neuromuscular Activation 
with core stability 
- Joint reactivity and 
stability 

- External resistance 
with Smart Toner 
- Strong Core 

Smart Toner Tuck + Hold Chest Press   
Add Forward Lunge to Opposite 
Single Arm Press 
Add  Squat Jump to Chest Press 
power option 
Add SMB Balance Challenge 
 

- Upper Body strength 
development 
Foundation of Closed 
Kinetic Chain strength 

- Athletic position 
- Brace core as you 
press 

Smart Toner Squat to High Pull   
Add SlingShot coaches choice line 
of pull 
Add Squat to Single Arm High Pull  
Add SMB Balance Challenge 
 

- Strong Posterior chain 
development  
- Development of Link 
System Strength 

- Protraction of 
Shoulder blades as 
you pull 
- Brace core as you 
pull 

Smart Toner Lateral Shuffle to Chest 
Flye 
Add SlingShot coaches choice line 
of pull 
Add Rotation  
Add Quick Coupling 
 

- Athletic movement skill 
development with upper 
body strength  

- Maintain athletic 
stance during lateral 
shuffle 

Smart Toner Squat to Row 
Add Lateral Lunge to Opposite 
Single Arm Row 
Add  Squat Jump to Row power 
option 
Add SMB Balance Challenge 

- Development of Link 
System Strength  

- Protraction of 
Shoulder blades with 
pull 
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Exercise/Equipment Outcome Notes 
Smart Toner Low to High Rotary 
Chops 
Add SlingShot Rear Resistance  
Add Shuffle Shuffle Chop 
Add Agility Chop 
 

- Rotational strength with 
unstable surface 

 

- Athletic position 
core braced 
-Arms extended as 
you rotate 

Agility Ladder Lateral 2 in 2 out 
Add SlingShot Lateral Resistance  
Add Smart Toner Isometric Hold 
 

- Movement skill 
development partnered 
with strong core over 
ladder 

- 2 in 2 out  

Agility Ladder Icky Shuffle Wide with 
Deceleration 
Add SlingShot Lateral Resistance  
Add Quick Coupling 
 

- Movement skill 
development with 
deceleration 

- 2 in 1 out 

Agility Ladder Crossover  
Add SlingShot Rear Resistance  
Add Tempo Changes 
 

- Movement skill 
development with positive 
shin angles 

- 1 in 2 out 

 
Take Home Strategies  

 Purposeful progression nets the best results.  Teach precise movement, 
foundational balance and well executed strength exercises, repeat patterns to 
make them automatic before adding more complexity or diversity 

 Smart Muscle® training builds an athletic body that is ready to meet the 
demands of sport, recreation and everyday life.  Enjoy the benefits of trusting your 
body and having the physical confidence to live a vibrant life! 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 


